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Remember to study your methodology for the oral exam, keep working on it until you are completely confident that you will be able to use it for any document.

NB methodology attached

Use your method to present the document below

![Poster: Arbeit und Brot durch Liste 1](image)


The power of posters

During the Great Depression, which left about 7 million Germans without work (an unemployment rate of about 30%) the Nazi Party portrayed itself as the only political party capable of creating jobs and putting food on German tables: "Arbeit und Brot" meaning "Work and Bread"

Try to work towards doing your short presentation in fifteen minutes, use the verbage I supplied in your notes, when you are satisfied with your work you can send me a copy on monbureaunumerique

Please send me your written / typed presentation, either within pronote message reply box or by sending it to christophe.murray@ac-strasbourg.fr

best wishes